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An item link item created inside a tracker update in not properly displayed (you need to refresh)
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Description
On Tiki 22 in a tracker you can add an "Add item" option to an Item Link field. It will create a new item in the linked tracker.

Since Tiki22, the object is created properly but the item is not displayed correctly in the item link field list making impossible to create more than one.

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/h4zhUXx4MU7YEwpwe4x7ak?

I tried to reproduce on Show2 but for some reason adding an item doesn’t open a modal but open a
new item creation (which is really bad). Default settings changed or...?

Importance 7

Easy to solve? 7

Priority 49

Demonstrate Bug

This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

SVN update
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